Abstract-In this paper, an adaptive channel estimation scheme for MIMO OFDM systems based on time-domain training and recursive least squared (RLS) algorithm is proposed. Time orthogonal as well as simultaneously transmitted training sequences are considered. The channel is assumed to be slowly varying time-dispersive, i.e., constant during one OFDM symbol but changing from symbol to symbol. Channel estimation is performed in time-domain followed by zero-forcing equalization in the frequency-domain. The computational complexity is significantly reduced by applying the matrix inversion lemma. Simulation results show that the proposed estimator with time orthogonal training sequences has better estimation performance over a range of Doppler spreads compared to the case when the training sequences are simultaneously transmitted from the different transmit antennas.
preamble at the beginning of each data burst or scattered through the burst in a regular manner. In blind methods, no pilot symbols are used and the CSI is acquired by relaying on the received signal statistics [6] . Semi-blind methods combine both the training and blind criteria [7] . Even though (semi-) blind channel estimation methods are spectral efficient because no training is used, they are limited in application to the situations where the channels are slowly varying and also a large amount of data can be collected.
Channel estimation can be implemented either in frequency-domain or in time-domain. However, channel estimation in time-domain is attractive over its counterpart in frequency-domain due to its lower computational complexity, accuracy, and effective channel impulse response tracking especially when the channel is time-varying [8] , [9] .
In MIMO OFDM systems, channel estimation based either on least squares (LS) or on minimum mean squares error (MMSE) criteria has been widely explored and several estimation schemes have been proposed [10] [11] [12] . Channel estimation and tracking in MIMO OFDM systems based on time-domain Kalman filtering was investigated in [13] , [8] .
Channel estimation based on adaptive filtering has been proposed as an appropriate solution for estimating and tracking the time-varying channels in mobile environments. For example, in [14] , a frequency-domain adaptive channel estimator for OFDM systems has been proposed, where adaptive Wiener filtering based on the normalized leastmean-square (NLMS) and RLS adaptation algorithms are used to estimate the time-varying channel. In [15] , a twodimensional RLS adaptive channel estimator for OFDM systems that exploit the time-and frequency-domain correlations was proposed. In [16] , flat-fading MIMO channel tracking based on decision-directed RLS algorithm was considered.
In this paper, we propose an adaptive method for channel estimation in MIMO OFDM systems, based on exponentially weighted RLS algorithm with training sequences inserted in the time-domain. The estimator performance is investigated in terms of the mean-squares error (MSE) and the system biterror rate (BER) for the cases of time-orthogonal as well as simultaneously transmitted training sequences. Channel estimation is implemented recursively in the time-domain while zero forcing (ZF) equalization is performed in frequency-domain. The matrix inversion is avoided by applying the matrix inversion lemma. Therefore, the computational complexity is highly reduced. The proposed method does not impose any restrictions on the training sequences.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the MIMO-OFDM system model is briefly presented and described. In section III, the proposed channel estimator is derived. In Section IV, simulation results are presented for a 2x2 MIMO OFDM system in terms of the MSE of channel estimates and the BER performance. Conclusions are drawn in Section V.
Notation: Symbols with bold face represent either vectors or matrices as it will be stated. 
II. SYSTEM MODEL

A. Wireless Channel Model
Assume sufficient antenna element spacing so that the subchannels between different transmit-receive antenna pairs are spatially uncorrelated, and have impulse responses of equal maximum resolvable paths L. Each subchannel is assumed to be slowly time-varying frequency-selective fading so that it can be considered as a constant during one OFDM symbol, but varies from symbol to another. The time-variant complex baseband channel impulse response between the pth transmit and the qth receive antennas can be described as 
B. MIMO OFDM System
A typical baseband MIMO OFDM system with t M transmit antennas and r M receive antennas is depicted in Fig.  1 . At each OFDM transmitter branch, each K modulated (PSK or QAM) data symbols are serial-to-parallel (S/P) converted, and then modulated on K subcarriers by passing through an inverse Fast Fourier transform (IFFT) block. The IFFT block converts the data symbols from frequency-domain to timedomain. Suppose that the input sequence into the IFFT block, corresponding to the pth transmit antenna at the transmission time of the mth OFDM symbol, is represented by
Then the OFDM symbols at the output of the IFFT are given by
To eliminate the intersymbol interference (ISI) and keep the orthogonality of the subcarriers, a CP of length g N is added to each OFDM symbol and consequently the total length of the OFDM symbol is In a compact matrix-vector form, (6) can be written as
where
Toeplitz matrix containing delayed versions of the input data sent from the pth transmit antenna, in which
channel vector may be written as
is the channel impulse response (CIR) vector between the pth transmit and the qth receive antennas. The where 
The channel frequency response vectors corresponding to the MIMO subchannels are stacked into a vector as
is the channel frequency response between the pth transmit and the qth receive antennas at time instant m.
III. MIMO CHANNEL ESTIMATION
In this section, a time-domain adaptive channel estimation scheme for MIMO OFDM systems based on RLS algorithm is presented. The channel estimates are updated recursively upon receiving new training sequences. Synchronized replicas of the training sequences, locally stored at the receiver will act as references. In the following, the RLS estimator is derived.
A. RLS Estimator Derivation
To derive the RLS-based MIMO OFDM channel estimator, first, we define the estimation error, and then the cost function (defined as the weighted sum of error squares) is optimized against the taps of the channel under estimation. Since channel estimation is carried out during the time interval of one OFDM symbol, the time index m will be omitted in the following and i will be used to indicate the instantaneous recursion time index. Assuming that the channel remains constant during the observation interval n i ≤ ≤ 0 , the instantaneous a posteriori estimation error at a recursion time i is defined as the difference between the noisy received signal, ) (i y q , and its estimate, ) ( i y q , and is given by
vector representing the inputs from the reference training sequences into the estimator adaptive filter at the relative instant i, with In a matrix-vector form, (13) can be defined as (14) where
vector that contains the stacked vectors of the channel impulse responses from the transmit antennas to the qth receive antenna, which are under estimate at time instant n, with
vector of the channel impulse response between the pth transmit and qth receive antennas, and is defined as
The optimum channel estimate can be obtained by minimizing the exponentially weighted cost function ) (n J q , which is defined as 
exponentially weighted autocorrelation matrix of the inputs ) ( n X , and is defined as
vector of exponentially weighted cross-correlation between the inputs ) (n X and noisy received signal ) (n y q , and is defined as
Hence, the channel estimate q n, h can be obtained by solving
vector of MIMO channel estimate at time instant n at the qth receive antenna. The computation complexity of (20) can be significantly reduced by recursively updating the inverse of the matrices ) (n R and the vectors ) (n Z as
The inverse of the recursion in (21) can be avoided by invoking the matrix inversion lemma [18] , to obtain 
B. Training Schemes
Training sequences with constant magnitude are inserted in time-domain (after the IFFT modulators), thereby the problem of peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) of the training sequences is avoided. Two training schemes are investigated: Scheme I: The training sequences from the different antennas are arranged in a sequential manner (i.e., orthogonal in time) in a block which has a length equivalent to the length of one OFDM symbol. Scheme II: The training sequences are simultaneously transmitted from the different antennas (as it has been adopted in [8] ), where a number of OFDM symbols equal o the number of transmit antennas is used for training. 
, and the system BER, for different Doppler frequencies. The MSE results are obtained by performing Monte Carlo simulations on 10000 channel realizations, and the BER performance is measured by averaging over 1000 OFDM blocks. In all the simulations, a forgetting factor 995 . 0 = λ is used and perfect synchronization between the transmitter and the receiver is assumed. Fig. 2 shows the MSE performance of the RLS-based timedomain channel estimation versus the SNR, with training scheme I is adopted. On the other hand, the MSE performance of the CIR estimate when adopting training scheme II is shown in Fig. 3 . From these two figures, it can be seen that with time orthogonal training sequences (scheme I), the proposed channel estimator has much better estimation performance than that when training sequences are simultaneously transmitted (scheme II). Quantitatively, for example, at a MSE of 3 
10
− a gain difference of 11.5 dB in favoring of training scheme I over II is obtained. Fig. 4 shows the BER performance versus the SNR for MIMO OFDM system with RLS-based channel estimation and time orthogonal training sequences. For comparison purposes, the figure also includes the BER plots measured for perfectly known channel at the receiver. It can be noticed that the BER performance with channel estimation is very close to that with perfect channel knowledge at the receiver. The BER performance in case the training sequences of the different transmit antennas are simultaneously transmitted is shown in Fig. 5 . From this figure, we observe that a significant reduction in the BER performance, in comparison with Fig. 4 , has occurred, due to the enhanced noise at the receiver. For example, to achieve a BER of In this paper, an adaptive channel estimation method based on time-domain training sequences and exponentially weighted recursive least squares (RLS) algorithm is proposed for MIMO OFDM systems. The estimator performance, in terms of MSE of channel estimate and the system BER, was assessed for different Doppler frequencies that correspond to different vehicular velocities. Simulation results show that the estimator performance with time orthogonal training sequences outperforms that with simultaneously transmitted training sequences. In addition, one OFDM symbol duration only is required for training in case of time orthogonal sequences compared to two OFDM symbol durations in case of simultaneously transmitted training sequences.
